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Expanding The Bounds Of Seated Virtual Workspaces
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Mixed Reality (MR) Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) headsets can improve upon existing
physical multi-display environments by rendering large, ergonomic virtual display spaces whenever
and wherever they are needed. However, given the physical and ergonomic limitations of neck
movement, users may need assistance to view these display spaces comfortably. Through two studies,
we developed new ways of minimising the physical effort and discomfort of viewing such display
spaces. We first explored how the mapping between gaze angle and display position could be
manipulated, helping users view wider display spaces than currently possible within an acceptable
and comfortable range of neck movement. We then compared our implicit control of display position
based on head orientation against explicit user control, finding significant benefits in terms of user
preference, workload and comfort for implicit control. Our novel techniques create new opportunities
for productive work by leveraging MR headsets to create interactive wide virtual workspaces with
improved comfort and usability. These workspaces are flexible and can be used on-the-go, e.g., to
improve remote working or make better use of commuter journeys.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-display workspaces allow us to access more information [20], provide peripheral
awareness of information that is not the main focus [33] and increase productivity by
enabling more efficient multi-tasking [16]. In effect, they “improve efficiency in ways that
are difficult to measure yet can have substantial subjective benefit” [33]. However, arranging
physical multi-display environments can be problematic: they are expensive, require large
amounts of space and have high energy demands. They have a limited size, shape and
orientation. They are not portable, requiring users to resort to the “impoverished” [2]
environment of single display laptops and tablets when working on the move. They can
also be an ever-present aesthetic blight on workplaces and homes, are difficult to conceal
when turned off, and are impossible not to notice when turned on. Use of multi-monitor
arrangements has also been suggested to increase the risk of musculoskeletal disorders
[79]. However some neck/head movement can protect against such disorders due to greater
variation in muscle activity [27].
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In contrast, consumer grade Mixed Reality (MR) [74, 99] Virtual and Augmented Reality
(VR/AR) headsets have opened up the possibility of rendering content virtually, replacing
multiple physical displays with virtual ones. They can render content with depth, at any
position, at any size, and can track head orientation, which can be used as a proxy for gaze
direction. Wearers of these headsets can view virtual workspaces as and when required, in
any position and orientation in the virtual (VR) or real (AR) world. Given such capabilities,
we can envisage virtual display spaces that are egocentrically-oriented around the user,
providing large virtual canvases upon which to arrange applications and content. Such
display spaces could automatically adapt to ergonomic guidelines [121] and adopt beneficial
configurations for specific tasks [30, 50]. However, whilst we can escape the limitations of
physical monitors, we cannot escape the physical limitations of our bodies; wide virtual
workspaces will have at least the same demands on the user’s neck muscles compared to
existing multi-display environments, and consequently the same risks of neck strain and
developing musculoskeletal disorders.
This paper examines how the physical demands of viewing wide virtual workspaces can
be lessened, across two studies. In study 1, we do so by manipulating the mapping between
the user’s head rotation and virtual display counter-rotation around the natural pivot point
of the user. We map the virtual display space onto a real-world range of motion of half
the size, meaning ±120° and ±60° of virtual space become accessible through ±60° and
±30° of real-world head rotation respectively. We examine the use of three novel mappings
for navigating this space: a constant counter-rotational gain, a central deadzone with
dynamically determined gain for peripheral displays, and dynamic gain with deadzones on
all virtual displays. In a targeting task (𝑛=16) with participants viewing content across this
virtual space, our assistive mappings maintained user accuracy whilst lessening the physical
discomfort and neck fatigue. The deadzones on all displays condition proved particularly
effective and was preferred by participants.
In study 2, we then iterated upon the most preferred combination of mapping and
workspace size from our first study, enabling users to implicitly control the position of
displays in a three display workspace by triggering transitions to the previous/next display
when users reached the edge of a display. Using a state-of-the-art VR workspace with
interactive desktops and a positionally tracked physical keyboard and trackpad, participants
compared this implicit control using gaze to both a control condition where displays were
fixed in place, and a condition where users could explicitly shift displays left/right by key
press. We found significant benefits in favour of implicit control of display position based on
gaze, with positive effects in terms of user preference, workload and comfort. We discuss
the implications this research has for the design of virtual workspaces in the future. Our
research affirms for the first time the significant productivity benefits to be had through
the adoption of VR/AR workspaces that increase users’ capability to view content spatially
oriented around them, whilst avoiding negative effects in terms of fatigue and discomfort.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW
“The impoverished environment of the single monitor forces users to make explicit
context switches on the introduction of new information, frequently in the form of
a new window overlaying the previous one. This severely affects the user’s ability
to make comparisons and requires the user to expend valuable mental resources
on the minutiae of managing views rather than on the problem at hand” [2].
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Much research has been conducted examining the benefits [1] and drawbacks [42] of multidisplay environments [29] such as in Figure 1. In general users show a “unanimous preference”
for such configurations, as they enable “multi-window and rich information tasks, enhanc(ing)
users’ awareness of peripheral applications, and offer(ing) a more ‘immersive experience’ ” [8].
Additional displays are a “partition to physically distribute work across and take advantage
of our rich 3D spatial cognition capabilities” [78]. Czerwinski et al. [16] found that a larger,
wider display space led to increased performance of users when carrying out complex,
multi-window productivity tasks. Andrews et al. noted that large, high-resolution displays
provide “space to think” [2, 3], supporting sensemaking by providing external memory, and
allow for more information to be accessed and visually compared at once, more quickly,
and mediated by glance-based behaviours. Andrews et al. noted that documents could be
placed in persistent locations, allowing physical navigation and preventing switches between
application level tasks (e.g. reading) and system level view management, and physically
arranged into related units or collections. Ball et al. [6] noted that physical navigation
(moving eyes, head, body) increased user performance and was preferred. Ling et al. [65]
found that the number of window switches decreased. And Czerwinski et al.[15] suggested
that multi-display environments allowed users to “engage in more complex multitasking
behavior”, whilst numerous papers have noted benefits of having “abundant” display spaces
[56] in terms of spatial memory [94] and performance across a variety of productivity tasks
[13, 51, 55, 65, 80, 106].
However, larger display spaces do have drawbacks [42]. The necessity of such a space is
sometimes questionable, with Endert et al. noting that often “the ability to see all of (the
workspace) all the time is not needed” [20]; so the physical displays may take up desk space
when not needed. There are also cost implications as multiple large displays are expensive,

Fig. 1. A modest example of a wide physical multi-display workspace. It is ergonomically questionable,
requiring a large degree of movement to switch from attending to the left/rightmost displays, and
effectively permanently partitions the user from the shared office space. Each physical display also has
varying characteristics e.g. in terms of pixel density, luminance, degrees of freedom for re-positioning the
display etc.
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especially if they are not always needed. And [34] noted “often times a user preferred
a display that did not match optimal performance”. With respect to multiple separated
displays, [89] suggested that “the visual and physical separation between displays requires
that users perform visual attention switches between displays”, and there are diminishing
returns in adding more displays [75]. The very capability of being able to attend to content
peripherally can itself be a distraction [68], with the possibility that dividing attention across
displays can be counter-productive [119]. With respect to singular large contiguous display
spaces, Jakobsen et al. [91] suggested there were potential issues with increased mental
demand from having any one application expand to fill the entire display space. Employing
a larger display space also creates new design challenges [15, 107] regarding cursor tracking,
crossing gaps between physical displays, managing space and layout, failing to leverage the
periphery, and helping users comprehend changes on unattended displays [17, 39, 47].
2.0.1 Physical Consequences Of Large Display Spaces. The issue of neck strain has been
repeatedly raised, particularly with respect to the use three monitors:
“Because of the width of the three monitors, I frequently tilt my neck to see the
side monitors; with two monitors I could see both when looking straight ahead
by just turning my eyes, but not with three... If I spend an inordinate amount of
time focusing on one of the side monitors my neck becomes a bit stiff. To combat
this I try to make myself swivel my chair when I start looking at a side monitor,
but it’s second nature for me to turn my head and I don’t realize that I’m not
swivelling until my neck starts to bother me.” [75]
Viewing wider display spaces leads to the activation of different muscle groups [102] than
viewing a single display. Nimbarte et al. noted that “Increased activation of anterior neck
muscles caused by asymmetrical, more rotated head-neck postures... may increase the risk
of neck musculoskeletal disorders, especially with prolonged computer use” [79]. In effect,
prolonged usage has the potential for profoundly negative effects. However, some degree
of movement can be beneficial; the movements required for typical dual-monitor usage
may provide some protection compared to single display environments, due to the greater
variation in muscle activity [27, 103, 123]. User controls for managing the workspace have
the potential to minimize physical consequences if they are used, but as noted by Ball and
North in a study of a pan and zoom interface for an array of displays, participants preferred
not to use the provided controls, instead choosing to physically navigate [5, 100]. In addition,
as the desk surface tends to support the peripherals used in daily productivity tasks, there
may be a natural inclination to turn the neck, rather than the rest of the body, to keep
the hands on peripherals. Whilst Endert et al. discussed the potential for keyboard/mouse
trays that moved with the rotation of the office chair [20], such a solution is not hugely
generalisable to the wide range of peripherals and tasks that occur at, or around, the desk.
2.0.2 Organizing And Managing Display Space. Broadly, there are multiple means by which
content on a display can be managed:
Positioning and sizing of content Such as moving application windows around the space,
resizing them to fit;
Grouping / layering content From the Windows taskbar for grouping windows under an
application shortcut, to structures that link windows or views using “ordering, proximity,
and alignment to create structures like piles, clusters, lists, and even heterogeneous
interrelated types” [96];
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Summary views For example alt-tab overviews in Windows and Exposé on OS X, but
alternatives have been explored, see Warr et al. [115] for an overview;
Zoomable spaces Similar to summary views, but instead consist of a much larger contiguous display space, with the user then zooming in on the area they wish to focus on
[87] e.g. Hutchings et al. [44] suggested a scheme whereby part of the display space
was dedicated to management, with a “focus region” where tasks were conducted;
Virtual desktops and transitions Referring to the context (i.e., active applications, current layout) of a given display being encapsulated in a virtual display, such that
different virtual displays can be transitioned to/from each physical display. Jeuris et
al. [49] showed that dedicated virtual desktop workspaces allow for faster task resumption and reduced cognitive load, noting there was a “strong argument for supporting
goal-oriented dedicated workspaces”.
The usage of these capabilities is highly variable [45, 46], with users exhibiting different
space management styles, and utilizing different subsets of the tools available, with multidisplay users relying on the taskbar less and window interactions more to switch between
windows [45].
2.1 What Constitutes A Virtual Workspace?
VR and AR headsets remove the need for physical displays embedded in the environment;
instead, they can render content anywhere, at any depth and size. Moreover, there is nothing
that binds a given piece of virtual content to the physical or virtual position it inhabits
in the way that a physical monitor is often immovable with respect to user interactions
or inputs (with some actuated exceptions [104]). As a consequence, work regarding large
and multi-display configurations needs to be reconsidered from the perspective of headsets
that enable a display space of infinite possibilities in terms of composition, layout and
interactivity.
2.1.1 How Should A Virtual Workspace Present Content? Firstly, there is the question of
how productivity content is presented. Should interfaces utilize depth? Should the “window”
of the application be free to move around in space, or should it be anchored to some virtual
display/container? How should content be shaped and oriented, and should it exist within
ego or exocentric space? For some of these questions, there are as-yet no clear answers.
With respect to use of depth, the Google Daydream team [71] suggest that “the further
away you get from a purely 2D representation of content, the less efficient it will become at
conveying the idea you’re trying to get across” [71]. Use of depth can be problematic because
eyes can converge at different depth points, with extra visual information to process, and
parallax effects, leading to greater eye fatigue, whilst Tan and Czerwinski [105] suggested
that performance may be negatively impacted by mixed display distances.
Entirely 2D workspaces have been noted to be fastest, as there is also a cost in switching
between 3D displays [52]. Accordingly, it seems reasonable to suggest that workspace-type
content be planar. With respect to the shape and size of these planes, curved planes appear
to be preferable, making content more accessible [97], less fatiguing and more legible [81].
Endert et al. [20] also state that “the degree of the curvature is somewhat up to personal
preference, but we suggest that curving the display to a configuration where the user is
equidistant from all areas of the display”. It has been suggested that each virtual piece of
content should effectively fit within the comfortable field of view of the headset so that parts
are not cut off [72], with task time being optimal if the display size is a maximum of ¾of
the headset field of view due to reduced head motion [25].
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2.1.2 A Single Continuous Display Space, Or Discrete Displays? Then there is the question
of whether each plane is an application window placed with some constraints in space,
or a container for application windows, mimicking existing physical displays. Rendering
application windows as independent items would have some benefits: e.g., each one could
be sized and placed freely, without constraint, with the potential to be anchored based
on context e.g. Sharma et al. aligning virtual ‘insights’ with real objects to create shared
virtual workspaces. However, no constraints in terms of edges and boundaries mean that
support needs to be designed to help users position, resize and snap windows together whilst
avoiding occlusion (e.g., Android widget placement grid). In addition, no compartmentalized
displays or application containers mean that for virtual desktop switching, the whole 360°
space is effectively a singular virtual workspace.

Fig. 2. Top examples of free windows in space, from left: Magic Leap [53], Microsoft Hololens [73],
Multiscreens [83]. Bottom examples of window containers, from left: Virtual Desktop [31], Bigscreen
[10], SPACE [86].

Conversely, having virtual displays/application containers means that the space can be
arbitrarily divided, with applications assigned to specific o verloaded r egions, replicating
existing behaviour [44]. Each container can also have its own set of hidden/minimized
applications and virtual desktops. Familiar view management behaviours such as the summary
views discussed previously, snapping and split-views in Windows [14], and exploiting display
edges for layout [113] are possible. As Grudin noted: “very large displays will find significant
uses...yet a place will remain for the arbitrary division of space... space with a dedicated
purpose, always accessible with a glance” [33]. Hybrid approaches have also been mooted,
for example Zhen et al. explored workspaces that had both physical and digital content
contained within them [63]. Indeed, it would seem reasonable that such hybrid presentations,
combining both virtual displays and application containers along with real physical displays
and artefacts, would be likely to see adoption. Such environments would still provide access
to the familiar features that users rely on to assist in the management and division of their
digital workspaces when in Mixed Reality.
2.1.3 Layout of Virtual Workspaces: “Ethereal Planes”. Assuming that the user’s workspace
consists of multiple 2D planar elements, referred to by Ens et al. as “Ethereal planes”, there
is then the layout of these planes to be considered, in terms of what frame of reference and
arrangement [22]. With respect to the frame of reference, Ens et al. contrasted exocentric and
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egocentric layouts. Exocentric, or grounded/world-locked [61], refers to content being placed
in the world, much as an existing monitor is now. Exocentric content may aid recall by placing
elements in a global spatial context. It enables the environment to be augmented, for example
overlaying digital content on physical surfaces to provide an element of tactile feedback [118]
or creating activity-promoting spaces [85], and allows for collaboration through shared views.
However, with exocentric content, discoverability needs to be supported so that the user can
find it in the physical world, whilst transitioning content layouts between different physical
spaces is problematic e.g. prioritizing visual saliency versus spatial constancy [24].
Conversely, Egocentric or display-locked content refers to content that is placed relative to
the user, remaining at the same offset regardless of what motion the user undertakes. This
means that, irrespective of location, the user can access a spatially familiar layout. However,
head-locked egocentric interfaces may provoke simulator sickness when used in-motion, due
to visually perceiving fixed content when physically perceiving motion[72].
The frame of reference needs to be considered because both exo- and egocentric frames
imply certain layouts: in the former, with content placed in the world, aligned with physical
features; in the latter, with content placed around the user in a variety of configurations e.g.
vertically or horizontally, two-plus-two [66], or oriented toward the user as in the “personal
cockpit”[23, 25], etc. However, as shown in the personal cockpit, egocentric-type layouts
are optimal when exocentrically placed, i.e. oriented around a fixed point in world space
where the user’s head is. This provides a display space that is effectively oriented and laid
out around the user without inducing nausea due to moving with the user. It also retains
the ability to be transposed to different environments whilst retaining spatial consistency,
and can be adjusted based on need (e.g. height for seated and standing usage [66]). With
respect to how content should be oriented when placed around a single point in world space,
it has been suggested that displays should be oriented toward/curved around the point to
maximize legibility in spherical configurations [25], with the user placed offset to this centre
to create a less claustrophobic arrangement [71].
Horizontal arrangements have shown some benefits for background awareness [64] and users
appreciate bow shaped screen configurations and symmetry [66]. Su et al. [101] suggested that
content should not be positioned behind the user. Moreover, the capability to comfortably
explore this space via neck/eye movement must be considered. For the horizontal field
of view, Hololens documentation [72] recommends that neck rotations of more than 45°
off-centre are to be avoided, whilst the Google Daydream team [71] suggest that comfortable
eye movement can accommodate ±35° on the horizontal, with neck movement leading to
a comfortable span of ±60°. These recommendations are in line with ergonomics research
(see [81] for a summary), where Tiley and Dreyfuss suggested a ±45° range for easy head
rotation, with ±60° for maximal head rotation [110]. In spherical configurations of displays,
the central display is effectively a central focus area for the most frequently used applications
[66], with the left and right sides of the focus area used for supporting content as “shifting
attention from the central focus area to the left or right side requires head or body movement”
[66]. The more peripheral the content, the less attention is intended to be devoted to it, with
applications presenting notifications, messages and status information “mostly placed at the
outside of the field of view” [66], with fatigue decreasing as users tend toward the central
display zone [81]. Berki also noted some cognitive benefits regarding virtual workspaces,
particularly with respect to information density/availability [7].
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2.2 Supporting Large, Comfortable VR/AR Display Spaces
VR and AR displays can recreate any large or multi-display workspace, in any environment
or context, with all the benefits a nd d rawbacks t herein. B ut t hey c an a lso p otentially go
beyond what is possible with physical displays, creating display spaces that can adapt to the
current task/environment/user/ergonomics, etc. However, a number of design questions need
to be answered, regarding whether the concept of physical display boundaries is retained,
how users will be aided in maintaining and populating an abundant display space, and what
kinds of layouts are optimal. This paper takes the position that a. Virtual displays should
be provided; b. Existing display management techniques should be retained where possible,
without necessitating wholly new headset-specific window management techniques [112] such
as world-in-miniature approaches [25] c. Spherical or ellipsoid layouts would appear to be
preferable based on current research. Finally, we ignore the shared use case [114] and instead
concentrate on the optimal workspace for a single user. If we consider the usage of such a
configuration d uring a s tandard workday, w ith t he u ser s eated a t a d esk u sing peripherals
resting on it, the negative effects o f e xcessive h ead a nd n eck m ovement c ould i mpair the
usability of such a display space. Whilst content can be placed peripherally across many
displays, these displays may not be comfortably reachable, and may cause harm if used
everyday for hours at a time.
However, because these display spaces are virtual, and because AR/VR headsets are
crudely instrumenting user gaze through headset orientation, they also have the potential
to break the physical rules and constraints of physical display spaces. If we consider any
spherical or ellipsoid arrangement, the centre of this arrangement is inherently a pivot
point, implying that these arrangements can be rotated around this point. Prior research
has commonly exploited “rotational gain” where user head movements were dynamically
accelerated. For example, this has been used in redirected walking [48, 59, 84, 90, 116] and
accelerated panning in VR 360° videos [41]. However, the breadth of ways by which the
position of these virtual displays could be manipulated/counter-rotated around the pivot
point (e.g. based on head angle, gaze, or explicit user command), and the consequences of
performing such counter-rotations (e.g. in terms of workload, physical effort, f atigue, neck
discomfort etc.) have yet to be explored.
3

STUDY 1: MANIPULATING THE MAPPING BETWEEN HEAD ROTATION
AND WORKSPACE POSITION
Given an egocentrically-oriented virtual display space (a contiguous set of virtual displays
positioned around, and facing towards, the user - but fixed i n world s pace), we fi rstly set
out to explore how the mapping between user head rotation and virtual display space
counter-rotation could be manipulated. By this, we mean that if a user were to rotate their
head left, the virtual displays could, determined by the current head rotation angle of the
user, be rotated around the user in the opposite direction. Figure 3 illustrates display counterrotation - this could require less head rotation to reach a given display, and potentially both
expand the reachability of uncomfortably wide virtual workspaces and make smaller widths
of workspace more easily accessible.
We defined a v irtual d isplay s pace f or t his work, b ased o n t he fi ndings of ou r literature
review. Our display space consisted of a horizontal arrangement of five virtual displays, each
curved such that every point was equidistant from the central pivot point. This display
space was positioned so that when the VR user faced forward, the middle of the five displays
was aligned with their view; i.e., there was a central display with two peripheral displays
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Fig. 3. We manipulate the mapping between head rotation and virtual display position, here seen from
above the user, with the arrow indicating the user head rotation and the arc being the virtual displays.
Left: The user looks straight ahead at the central display of a workspace. Right: As the user’s head
rotates to the left, the virtual displays rotate to the right; i.e., they counter-rotate, with the extent of
this counter-rotation determined by the mapping in use.

on each side. Each display was 60° wide: the ‘screen’ was 50° wide with 5° margin on each
side, creating the appearance of five distinct displays, rather than a single wrap-around
screen. These virtual displays were placed within a VR living-room (see Figure 4). We used
a living-room setting because this would provide similar visual cues to those that would be
experienced if using AR headsets (excluding the difference in field of view): i.e., a stable
background with moving virtual elements. This also represented the potential worst-case in
terms of motion/simulator sickness, as opposed to an empty/featureless VR workspace.
Given this virtual display space, we then defined research questions to examine how
counter-rotation of the virtual displays, around the pivot-point of the user, might impact
the usability of the peripheral displays; e.g., in terms of physical effort and time taken
to transition to a peripheral display. We defined four mappings between a given head
rotation angle and its associated virtual display counter-rotation. These affected the way
the displays moved when the user moved their head. The first mapping was our control
condition, where head rotation occurred in a static environment with no counter-rotation of
the virtual displays, as is standard in VR. The second mapping investigated the use of a static
counter-rotational gain. As the user rotated their head, the displays would counter-rotate
(i.e., rotate in the opposite direction); this effectively results in greater rotation in the virtual
environment for a given head movement. This gain could expand the reachable bounds of a
display space. The use of static gain raised two research questions:

Fig. 4. The virtual living-room environment with five 60° wide displays positioned around the user.
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RQ1.1 How does static counter-rotational gain affect the usability of the peripheral
displays?
RQ1.2 How perceivable is counter-rotational gain, when fixating on a particular point on
a display?
With RQ1.1 we consider the impact of gain on usability, when accessing content on the
peripheral displays. Gain should allow users to more comfortably reach the furthest extents
of the display space with less head rotation, but may come at a cost if the rotation acts
against proprioceptive awareness of head angle. By addressing this, we will also measure
input performance and characterise the use of static counter-rotational gain in VR.
When a rotational gain is constantly applied, subtle and unintentional natural head
movements might be enough to cause perceivable counter-rotation of the display space. Such
perceptible movements might cause inaccuracy when fixating on a particular display of
interest, or affect comfort and simulator/motion sickness incidence. As such, RQ1.2 considers
the extent of perceptible movement and whether or not it negatively affects usability.
If counter-rotational gain was indeed perceivable when fixating on a display, it could be
desirable to mitigate these head movements. To do this, we consider the use of deadzones:
areas within the display space where no counter-rotational gain is applied. Deadzones are
regions within each display that the user can fixate upon, without perceiving additional
counter-rotational movement. The use of deadzones led to our third and fourth mappings.
The third mapping used a deadzone within the central display only. The deadzone was
±12.5°, meaning no counter-rotational gain was applied when the user’s head rotation angle
was within this range of the middle of the central display. The peripheral displays were
accessible as before using a counter-rotational gain, which was only applied when gaze moved
out of the deadzone. The fourth mapping used a deadzone in every virtual display; the width
was the same as before. As users rotated their head, they would experience quick sliding
transitions at the edges of the displays. The ‘sliding’ was a result of dynamic between-display
gain being experienced at the edges of each display, then no gain being experienced in the
deadzone at the center of each display. In both cases, the total size of each deadzone was
half of the width of the display (minus margins), lying well within the comfortable range
of eye movement if the head was oriented toward the center of the display. A further two
research questions arose from these mappings:
RQ1.3 What impact does introducing a deadzone to the central display have on the
usability of the peripheral displays?
RQ1.4 What impact does introducing a deadzone to all displays have on the usability of
the peripheral displays?
Deadzones were introduced to mitigate undesirable counter-rotation when fixating o n a
display, but the change in dynamics of the counter-rotational gain may impact usability. As
such, RQ1.3 considers how the use of a deadzone in the central display only affects access to
the peripheral displays. If deadzones are indeed beneficial, t hen i t m ay b e d esirable t o use
them on all displays in the virtual environment. RQ1.4 considers the effect o n u sability of
having a deadzone in every virtual display.
3.1 Independent Variables
Given these research questions, two factors were defined: M apping and No.OfDisplays. There
were four levels for Mapping, the previously-described mappings between head rotation and
display counter-rotation:
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1: No mapping This was the control condition, with no assistive mapping: neck movement
in VR matched the amount of neck movement in reality.
2: Constant assistance This condition corresponded to RQ1.1. It had a constant 2x
counter-rotational gain.
3: Central deadzone This condition corresponded to RQ1.3. It featured a fixed central
display, with a ±12.5° deadzone. When outside of the deadzone, the mapping enacted
a dynamic counter-rotational gain for viewing the peripheral displays.
4: All displays have deadzones This condition corresponded to RQ1.4. Every display
had a central ±12.5° deadzone. Outside of these deadzones, the mapping enacted
inter-display counter-rotational gain, resulting in the appearance of rapid transitions
occurring in the space between the deadzones.
We implemented these mappings using Animation Curves in the Unity3D gaming engine
(see Figure 5). This meant that, for every frame rendered in the VR scene, counter-rotation
would be applied on the basis of the current head rotation angle.
There were two levels for the No.OfDisplays factor, allowing us to evaluate the use of our
mappings across two widths of virtual space: three displays and five displays. Since each
display was 60° wide (50° with a 10° margin), this meant that without an assistive mapping,
the three display condition had an effective virtual range of ±60° between the middle of the
central display and the middle of the peripheral displays. For the five display condition, the
range was ±120° to the middle of the left-/right-most displays (see Table 1.
We investigated No.OfDisplays because we wanted to understand the efficacy of our
mappings across different ranges of physical movement. To evaluate the mappings under the
same conditions, we mapped these virtual display space ranges onto a real-world range of
motion of half the size, meaning ±120° and ±60° of virtual space was accessible through
±60° and ±30° of real-world head rotation, respectively. This meant that each mapping

Counter rotation of displays

No mapping

Constant
gain

Central
deadzone

All have
deadzones

60
30

3

0
60
30

5

0
−60−30 0 30 60 −60−30 0 30 60 −60−30 0 30 60 −60−30 0 30 60
User head angle (y)

Fig. 5. Transfer graphs of the mappings of head rotation to display counter-rotation used for each
condition and across the No.OfDisplays factor (top = 3 displays, bottom = 5 displays). For all, except
the “no mapping” conditions, a head rotation of ±30° degrees would result in a counter-rotation of the
displays by 30° for the three display conditions, and of 60° for the five display conditions.
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Physical Head Rotation Required
No.OfDisplays
3 Displays
5 Displays

Virtual Span
±60°
±120°

Unassisted
±60°
±120°

Assistive Mapping
±30°
±60°

Table 1. Range of head rotation required to reach the center of left/right peripheral displays for each
level of No.OfDisplays. Unassisted refers to the control condition with no counter-rotational gain, and
assisted refers to any condition where counter-rotational gain is applied.

would be evaluated within the comfortable range of neck movement (i.e., expanding the
immediately accessible workspace) and approaching the maximal neck range (i.e., providing
an additional infrequent access space) [110]. See the supplementary video figure for examples
of the experimental conditions in motion.
3.2 Task
We designed an experimental task that would realistically stress the user’s viewing of the
peripheral displays whilst maintaining their engagement and motivation to perform the
task well. Participants watched a nature documentary whilst performing a targeting task
(see Figure 6 and the video figure for examples). First, they would dwell for one second
on a target placed on the central display. A gaze reticule, based on forward orientation
of headset, was used for targeting. Then, they were instructed to look either left or right
to the next target. After dwelling on the peripheral target for one second, the participant
would continue watching the nature documentary on the display currently in focus, for 8±2
seconds. After this duration, a new target would appear on the current peripheral display;
once selected, they would be instructed to move back to the central display, where they
would again select a target then wait for 8±2 seconds. This sequence constituted one full
trial and always resulted in participants moving from the central display to a peripheral
display, then back again.

Fig. 6. Example of targeting task experienced, looking at the transition from central to peripheral display.

Participants had two practice trials for each condition, before then performing ten trials
over the course of ∼5 minutes. The left/right displays were viewed an equal number of
times for each condition with a randomized order, and condition order was counter-balanced.
Participants (n=16, 8 male, average age=26.9) were recruited from University forums
and paid £8 for taking part, with sessions taking ∼1 hour. The task was built using the
Unity3D engine (2017.1) and presented using the Oculus Rift CV1 headset, adjusted so each
participant could clearly and comfortably view the content.
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3.3 Dependent Variables
We validated the usability of the mappings using both quantitative and qualitative measures.
For the quantitative measures, we examined only the central-to-peripheral transitions. If
we included the peripheral-to-central return transitions as well, the responses would be
confounded by the Central Deadzone condition, where targeting would be noticeably different
on the central display versus the peripheral displays. The quantitative task metrics were:
Virtual target accuracy (Virtual Accuracy) The angular distance (in degrees) between
the head rotation (measured by VR headset orientation) and the virtual position of the
target (i.e., where the target is currently located in VR based on the current mapping
and head rotational angle).
Real-world target accuracy (Real Accuracy) The angular distance (in degrees) between
the head rotation and the effective real-world position of the target (i.e., where the
center of the target would be if being looked at directly, based on the current mapping).
Total real-world movement during dwell selection (Dwell Movement)) The cumulative
head rotation (in degrees) that occurred during a successful dwell selection (i.e., how
well users could focus/fixate over time).
Time to peripheral target selection (Time To Selection) Starting when the central display target is selected, the time taken (in seconds) to complete a successful dwell
selection of the peripheral target.
Re-targeting duration The time (in seconds) until a successful selection after first looking
at the target without dwelling for a selection (i.e., incidence of over/undershooting the
target).
These measures would help to understand the quantitative performance impact/inefficiencies
a given mapping might have (real-world target accuracy, time to peripheral target selection,
re-targeting duration). They also give insight into the stability of the virtual peripheral
display when attempting to select a target, both over the course of the duration of the target
selection (total real-world movement during dwell) and at the actual moment of selection
(virtual target accuracy).
Given the capability for ballistic head rotations to fixate on fixed displays, by dynamically
influencing the visual perception of these ballistic head movements through our display
mappings we might expect some negative impact in terms of our capability to quickly and
accurately fixate on the center of a given display we are transitioning to. As a consequence,
we record accuracy metrics regarding accuracy of target selection in VR and in reality.
The difference between the virtual target accuracy and the real-world target accuracy is
effectively the extent to which the dynamic mapping between head orientation and display
position influences the position of the target. Consider the Constant gain condition - with
every degree offset from the position of the target, in virtual terms this offset would be
doubled. So if the user was looking at a target centered at 30°, and their head orientation
on the y-axis was 25°, then virtually they would appear to be offset from the target by 10°.
However, in reality, they were physically offset from the effective position of the center of the
target by only 5°. In effect, virtual accuracy may not reflect the actual physical targeting
behaviour of the user, because it is influenced by the mechanics of the mapping being used.
For example, if virtual accuracy is maintained given a novel mapping, yet real-world accuracy
has increased, this at a minimum suggests that the physical demands of targeting have
increased, whether perceptibly or otherwise. As a consequence, both these metrics should be
considered when describing the impact on accuracy of a given assistance technique.
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For the qualitative measures, the emphasis was on understanding the physical implications
of viewing wide virtual display spaces with and without assistive mappings, as well as one
additional question examining the perception of display instability during targeting:
Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ) A measure of simulator/motion sickness used
for VR studies [54].
NASA Task Load Index (TLX) A measure of user workload, recording mental demand,
physical demand, effort, temporal demand, performance and frustration [35]
Physical discomfort “Please rate your physical discomfort when viewing the left/right
displays”, based on the subjective comfort survey from [28] using a 7-point Likert scale
ranging from no discomfort to pain.
Comfort viewing peripheral displays “I could view the left/right displays comfortably”, 7point from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Where physical discomfort concentrated
on physical symptoms, this question was to elicit a more general response regarding
how comfortable participants were in locating and attending to the peripheral displays.
Neck fatigue “Please rate your neck fatigue” with a 12-point scale used by [82] based on
the Borg CR10 scale [12].
Visual discomfort “Please rate your general visual discomfort (e.g. feelings of tiredness,
soreness, irritation, watering and/or burning in eyes)”, 7-point from no discomfort to
pain, based on [43].
Perceived body movement “I had to turn my body/shoulders to see the left/right displays”, 7-point from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
Perceived display stability “I noticed displays were moving when I stared directly at
them”, 7-point from strongly disagree to strongly agree.
User rankings “Please rank the conditions you experienced in order of preference - which
would you most prefer to use day to day?”, intended to elicit user preferences regarding
the virtual display layouts and mappings experienced.
3.4 Results
For all results, a two-factor repeated measures ANOVA was performed. Where data were
non-parametric, an Aligned-Rank Transform [120] was used to allow parametric methods.
For effect size, Generalized Eta Squared (𝜂𝑔2 ) is reported (see [18] for interpretation). For post
hoc contrasts, the lsmeans [62] R package was used with Tukey adjustment. The majority of
the plots are Violin plots [37], displaying a rotated kernel density plot on either side of a
box plot. Kernel density plots are “a variation of a Histogram that uses kernel smoothing to
plot values, allowing for smoother distributions by smoothing out the noise. The peaks of a
Density Plot help display where values are concentrated over the interval” [109], allowing
for density estimation. The box plots feature notches denoting the 95% confidence l evel [58].
3.4.1 Quantitative Performance. For significance test results for the quantitative measures
factors, see Table 2.
Virtual Accuracy. Firstly, regarding the mean virtual target accuracy (i.e. the unassisted
angular distance between the head rotation angle and the virtual target position at the point
of selection) there was a significant e ffect on No .OfDisplays an d Ma pping wi th po st hoc
contrasts finding d ifferences be tween No as sistance – Al l deadzones (𝑡 =3.31, 𝑝< 0.01) and
Central deadzone – All deadzones (𝑡=3.34, 𝑝<0.01) (see Figure 7). Comparing the assistive
conditions, the difference between Central deadzone and All deadzones suggests that dynamic
gain without a deadzone does impair the ability to quickly fixate on a particular display,
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Metric
Virtual
accuracy
Real
accuracy
Dwell
movement
Time to
selection
Re-targeting
duration

Mapping

No.OfDisplays

𝐹 (3,105)=4.92, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.06
𝐹 (3,105)=50.48, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.36
𝐹 (3,105)=309.57, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.85
𝐹 (3,105)=37.82, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.31
𝐹 (3,105)=35.38, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.43

𝐹 (1,105)=11.62, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.06
𝐹 (1,105)=23.24, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.09
𝐹 (1,105)=65.16, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.26
𝐹 (1,105)=173.93, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.41
𝐹 (1,105)=47.6, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.07

Mapping x No.OfDisplays
𝐹 (3,105)=0.31, 𝑝=0.82
𝐹 (3,105)=0.48, 𝑝=0.7
𝐹 (3,105)=18.30, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.30
𝐹 (3,105)=12.44, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.14
𝐹 (3,105)=24.28, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.22

Table 2. Statistical testing for main effects on Mapping and No.OfDisplays, with interaction effects.
𝑝 < 0.05 highlighted

albeit not hugely so (amounting to a difference of a few degrees). This is in contrast to
the static Constant gain condition which features broadly comparable performance to All
deadzones.

Fig. 7. Absolute virtual accuracy of dwell target selections, measured as degrees offset from centre of
target in virtual space in the y-axis.

The significant difference between the No assistance condition, which in effect is entirely
a deadzone with no display counter-rotation, and the All deadzones condition, also suggests
that the difference in accuracy in these cases is a result not of the mapping, but of the
head rotation angle. As previously noted (see Table 1), the assistive mappings were created
to effectively halve the neck rotation required, meaning that depending on No.OfDisplays,
the center of the target was effectively at a head rotation of ±30°–±60° degrees for the
assisted conditions, compared to ±60°–±120° unassisted. This suggests that accuracy subtly
degrades as the neck angle on the y-axis increases, all things being equal.
Real Accuracy. With respect to the mean accuracy of the target dwell selections in realworld space (i.e. the angular distance between the head rotation angle and the required
head rotation to reach the center of the target, as noted in Table 1), there were main effects
for both Mapping and No.OfDisplays with post hoc contrasts finding significant differences
between all mappings (all |𝑡| > 2.7, 𝑝 < 0.05). As can be seen in Figure 8, accuracy increased
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going from No assistance, to All displays having deadzones, to Constant gain and finally
having a Central deadzone. Accuracy was also significantly better with 3 displays than 5
displays.

Fig. 8. Absolute real-world accuracy of dwell target selections, measured as degrees offset f rom centre
of target in real space in the y-axis.

An initial interpretation might conclude that both static and dynamic gain both dramatically increased the targeting accuracy when viewing peripheral displays. However, to fully
interpret this result it must also be considered against the virtual accuracy. The conditions
with peripheral gain being constantly applied effectively a mplified al l he ad movement when
looking at the peripheral target. Accordingly, for users to approximate their perceived
accuracy in conditions without peripheral gain (denoted by the virtual accuracy as seen
by the user) they would have to be approximately twice as accurate in reality, given that
being off b y o ne° i n r eality w ould r esult i n b eing o ff by ap proximately 2° in VR (given
the counter-rotations based on gain). What this does suggest however, is that users can
significantly i mprove o n t heir a bility t o s tabilize t heir h ead m ovement, g iven t he amplified
visual feedback they received in the Constant gain and Central deadzone conditions. Whether
this resulted in any significant increase in cognitive or physical workload will b e discussed in
subsubsection 3.4.3.
Time To Selection. Mappings in the 3 display condition were broadly comparable, with
significant d ifferences on ly be tween Ce ntral deadzone an d {C onstant ga in (𝑡 =5.90, 𝑝<0.01),
All deadzones (𝑡=7.68, 𝑝<0.01) and No assistance (𝑡=6.43, 𝑝<0.01)}. There was no improvement seen in the time to reach the target, with mean durations effectively r anging f rom 1.1
seconds to 1.2 seconds for the conditions that were not significantly d ifferent. Fo r 5 displays,
there was a significant post h oc e ffect between Al l deadzones an d {N o as sistance (𝑡=4.48,
𝑝<0.01), Central deadzone (𝑡=-3.99, 𝑝<0.01)}, with mean time going from 1.9 seconds with
no assistance to 1.5 seconds with assistance.
Re-Targeting Duration. An explanation as to the reason for there being little difference in
task time across mappings can be found in Figure 9, specifically l ooking a t t he re-targeting
duration i.e. the time elapsed between the user gaze reticle first exiting the target b ounds (if
it did at all) and returning for a successful dwell. For the 3 displays condition, post hoc tests
found significant differences between No assistance – {Central deadzone (𝑡=8.51, 𝑝<0.01),All
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deadzones (𝑡=3.89, 𝑝<0.01)}, and Central deadzone – {Constant gain (𝑡=6.64, 𝑝<0.01), All
deadzones (𝑡=4.62, 𝑝<0.01)}. In effect, the conditions that featured variable levels of gain
assistance were likely to result in more overshoot behaviour. This behaviour was tempered in
the 5 displays condition however, with significant post hoc differences only between Central
deadzone–{No assistance, Constant gain, All deadzones (all |𝑡|>3.8, 𝑝<0.01)}. No significant
learning effects (i.e. changes as users became more proficient) were found over the 10 trial
duration for each mapping.

Fig. 9. Mean duration between first looking at target and starting dwell selection (re-targeting duration).

3.4.2 Stability of Peripheral Displays. This pattern of increased real-world accuracy in the
gain-assisted conditions can also be seen in the significant main effects for angular movement
during a successful dwell selection (see Figure 10), with the performance of the conditions in
the same order as for real-world target accuracy. Pairwise contrasts for the interaction effect
found significant differences between all pairs (|𝑡| > 3.27, 𝑝 < 0.05) except: no assistance:3 –
{all deadzones:3/5 }, with the all deadzone conditions effectively featuring the same degree
of movement as the 3 display control; between all deadzone:3/5 ; and between constant
gain:3 – {constant gain:5, central deadzone:5 }. As Figure 10 shows, the conditions where
gain assistance was present when looking directly at the target featured lower overall angular
movement (i.e. were more stable) during the 1 second dwell. The perceived movement
question broadly mirrored this result.
3.4.3

Qualitative Measures. For significance test results, see Table 2.

SSQ Perceived Sickness. Regarding simulator sickness, there was a significant main effect
on number of displays only, with 5 displays inducing more nauseogenic symptoms. However,
real levels were low, with maximum mean scores of ∼10, still well within the limits described
as problematic by Kennedy et al. [54].
TLX Perceived Workload. There was a significant interaction effect for Overall TLX
Workload. Pairwise post hoc comparisons emphasized the difference between 5 displays and
3 displays, with means for No assistance:5 significantly different from No assistance:3 (𝑡 3.67,
𝑝<0.01), Constant gain:3 (𝑡=3.81, 𝑝<0.01) and All deadzones:3 (𝑡=4.12, 𝑝<0.01). However,
there were no significant contrasts within the 3 or 5 display conditions. The TLX Effort
subscale mirrored these results, but no significant contrasts were found for TLX Performance
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Fig. 10. Left: Angular movement during successful dwell over target. Right: Perceived display movement
question, ranging from strongly agree (perceiving movement) to strongly disagree (perceiving no
movement).

or TLX Frustration on their significant interaction effects, and there were no significant
effects on Temporal demand.
For TLX Mental demand there were significant main effects for No.OfDisplays and
Mappings. Post hoc tests on Mappings found a difference between Constant gain and Central
deadzone (𝑡=3.6, 𝑝<0.01), which imposed greater demands on the user, we would suggest
as a result of the observed oscillation behaviour for this technique. For TLX Physical
Metric

Mapping

SSQ Simulator
sickness
TLX Overall
workload
TLX Performance
TLX Effort
TLX Frustration
TLX Mental

demand

TLX Physical
demand
TLX Temporal
demand
Physical discomfort
viewing periphery
Comfort
viewing periphery
Neck fatigue
Visual discomfort
Perceived body
movement
Perceived display
stability
Rankings by
preference

𝐹 (3, 105)=1.96, 𝑝=0.13
𝐹 (3,105)=6.43, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.03
𝐹 (3,105)=1.61, 𝑝=0.19
𝐹 (3,105)=6.75, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.05
𝐹 (3,105)=2.57, 𝑝=0.06
𝐹 (3,105)=4.62, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (3,105)=9.28, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.09

No.OfDisplays
𝐹 (1,105)=4.31, 𝑝=0.04,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (1,105)=29.23, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.07
𝐹 (1,105)=2.69, 𝑝=0.06
𝐹 (1,105)=24.98, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.11
𝐹 (1,105)=10.50, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.02
𝐹 (1,105)=4.57, 𝑝=0.03,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (1,105)=64.64, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.19

𝐹 (3,105)=2.01, 𝑝=0.12

𝐹 (1,105)=3.09, 𝑝=0.08

𝐹 (3,105)=9.49, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.08
𝐹 (3,105)=9.55, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.17
𝐹 (3,105)=3.63, 𝑝=0.02,
𝜂𝑔2 =.04
𝐹 (3,105)=1.83, 𝑝=0.15,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (3,105)=23.87, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.29
𝐹 (3,105)=25.60, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.24
𝐹 (3,105)=10.79, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.19

𝐹 (1,105)=21.03, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (1,105)=33.40, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.17
𝐹 (1,105)=22.86, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.08
𝐹 (1,105)=11.54, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.02
𝐹 (1,105)=100.21, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.30
𝐹 (1,105)=4.47, 𝑝<0.05,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (1,105)=64.11, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.35

Mapping x NoOfDisplays
𝐹 (3,105)=0.61, 𝑝=0.61
𝐹 (3,105)=7.49, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.05
𝐹 (3,105)=2.27, 𝑝=0.09
𝐹 (3,105)=5.48, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.05
𝐹 (3,105)=6.58, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.05
𝐹 (3,105)=0.77, 𝑝=0.51
𝐹 (3,105)=7.12, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.06
𝐹 (3,105)=2.19, 𝑝=0.09
𝐹 (3,105)=0.06, 𝑝=0.98
𝐹 (3,105)=3.73, 𝑝=0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.07
𝐹 (3,105)=0.13, 𝑝=0.94
𝐹 (3,105)=4.52, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.02
𝐹 (3,105)=7.77, 𝑝<0.01,
𝜂𝑔2 =.14
𝐹 (3,105)=2.09, 𝑝=0.1,
𝜂𝑔2 =.01
𝐹 (3,105)=0.52, 𝑝=0.67

Table 2. Statistical testing for main effects on Mapping and No.OfDisplays, and interaction effects.
𝑝 < 0.05 highlighted
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demand, there was a significant interaction effect, with post hoc contrasts finding significant
differences between no assistance:5 – {No assistance:3, Constant gain:3, Central deadzone:3,
All deadzones:3/5 (all 𝑡 < −3.13, 𝑝 < 0.05)}. This effectively emphasized the significant
physical demands imposed by the 120° movements of the non-assisted 5 display condition.
Perceived Fatigue. Examining the significant main effect of Mappings on neck fatigue, the
no assistance conditions were statistically more fatiguing than the All deadzones conditions
(𝑡=3.05, 𝑝=0.02). There was a significant main effect on No.OfDisplays and Mappings for
discomfort/pain, with post hoc tests finding significant differences between No assistance
and Constant gain (𝑡=4.06, 𝑝<0.01), Central deadzone (𝑡=3.80, 𝑝<0.01) and All deadzones
(𝑡=4.40, 𝑝<0.01).
Perceived Physical Discomfort, Comfort In Viewing and Visual Discomfort. Examining
perceived physical discomfort (see Figure 11) there were significant main effects on Mapping
and No.OfDisplays, with 5 displays being more physically discomforting than 3 displays, and
No assistance being more physically discomforting than Constant gain (𝑡=-4.41, 𝑝<0.01)
and All deadzones (𝑡=-4.68, 𝑝<0.01).

Fig. 11. Left: Perceived physical discomfort when viewing the peripheral displays. Right: Perceived
comfort viewing the peripheral displays.

Regarding the perceived comfort viewing the peripheral displays showed significant main
effects on No.OfDisplays (with 5 displays being less comfortable) and Mapping, with a
significant interaction effect observed. Post hoc contrasts found significant differences between
no assistance:5 and all other conditions except central deadzone:5 (all |𝑡| > 3.20, 𝑝 < 0.05);
and between central deadzone:5 and all deadzones:3 (𝑡=3.18, 𝑝=0.39). For general visual
discomfort there was a significant interaction effect but no significant post hoc contrasts.
Perceived Body Movement. With a significant interaction effect, participants perceived
more body/shoulder movement in the no assistance:5 condition relative to all other conditions
(all 𝑡 > 5.00, 𝑝 < 0.01), as well as between Central deadzone:5 and {Constant gain:3 (𝑡=3.26,
𝑝<0.05), All deadzones:3 (𝑡=3.22, 𝑝<0.05)}.
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Fig. 12. Perceived body movement required to view peripheral displays.

Ranked preferences. Examining subjective rankings there were significant main effects
on No.OfDisplays and Mapping, with post hoc contrasts on Mapping finding significant
differences between No assistance – {constant gain (𝑡=3.29, 𝑝<0.01), All deadzones (𝑡=5.42,
𝑝<0.01)} and Central deadzone – All deadzones (𝑡=3.83, 𝑝<0.01), with All deadzones having
the lowest mean/median rankings, as can be seen in Figure 13.

Fig. 13. Participant rankings, ordered by mean ranking from top (best) to bottom (worst) condition.

3.5 Interviews
Interviews were loosely guided on the basis of reported rankings, and coded using Initial
Coding, where participants’ statements were assigned emergent codes over repeated cycles.
These codes were then grouped using a thematic approach and reported based on frequency
and interest (see [92]), with representative excerpts quoted.
3.5.1 Five displays were problematic. Whilst this was to be expected given the reasoning
behind the choice of the five d isplay w orkspace ( to g o b eyond t he c omfortable r ange of
neck movement), it is important to note that, without an assistive mapping, the five
display workspace was, as expected, universally considered problematic by participants,
predominantly for reasons of comfort. For example “it wasn’t that comfortable, if you didn’t
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move your whole body it would actually hurt your neck a little bit” (P4) requiring “too
much effort for me to turn all the way round in the seat” (P6).
The three display workspace was much less problematic, with fewer interview comments
particularly singling it out, however one participant noted that the ±60° angle (utilized for
the 3 display, no assistance condition and the assistive mappings on the 5 display workspace)
was acceptable only for glance-based usage, but that they “wouldn’t want to work with my
head at that angle for more than a couple of seconds” (P2).
3.5.2 Constant assistance was divisive. Providing constant assistance (i.e. some form of
gain without peripheral deadzones) was noted by four participants as being “predictable
so you could target precisely” (P1), and fluent (P5), “assist(ing) you so you didn’t have
to move too far” (P8). However, constant assistance was felt to be either unnecessary or
too aggressive in its application by four participants, being “annoying” and “overwhelming”
(P3) and “overly sensitive” leading to overshooting (P7).
3.5.3 Deadzone preference based on viewing stability. In comparison to the Constant
assistance and Central deadzone conditions, having deadzones on all the displays was
remarked upon by five participants as being preferable because of the viewing stability:
P6 : I really disliked the ones that have constant assistance, because its just
taking any movement... If I was breathing, coughing, talking, that was affecting
the way you were looking at it, it should have remained locked. (I preferred) that
the screens would remain rigid, without too much movement from myself.
However, having one central deadzone alone was suggested by three participants to result
in more oscillation:
P8 : I didn’t like the mix of being still in the middle and then moving to the
side, because you overshot it, so then you would have to overcorrect, it was a bit
disorientating.
Also, four participants noted that movement between displays for the All deadzones
conditions was “too sudden” (P2, P12), noting “the movement didn’t feel natural, it felt like
it was something you’d want to control with a keypress” (P2).
3.5.4 Known targets requiring unknown movements. There was also the question of when
assistance should begin to be provided. Three participants noted that, with the 3 display
conditions, assistance could be disconcerting because they were transitioning to displays that
were within their field of view, and had a known and expected degree of head movement
associated with them:
P3 : It was easier to have muscle memory. In the real world trying to look here
or there I know how far I need to move my head.
3.5.5 Preferences dependent on usage/task/equipment. The issue of what mapping would
be appropriate for different tasks was also raised by two participants:
P1 : If it was a glance, to look at a twitter feed then look back again, then I can
imagine my preference would change based on the rapidity of that movement, either
how quickly it takes to go there and come back, and how frequently. I can imagine if
i’m predominantly looking at one screen, the deadzone in the centre is good because I
can still look around and it’s not going to shift, but I don’t know necessarily which one
would be better for frequent flicks.

In addition, two participants noted that the weight of the headset would be likely to
contribute to their experience of fatigue and physical discomfort during the task:
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P3 : I did experience a little bit of a headache and a little bit of tiredness, but I think
that was from the heaviness of the headset causing neck pain from leaning forward.

3.6 Implications for Research Questions
RQ1.1 How does static counter-rotational gain affect the usability of the peripheral
displays?
Regarding RQ1.1, to fully understand the benefits and drawbacks of applying rotational
gain for viewing the virtual display space, we firstly need to consider how performance
compared across different viewing ranges. Consider the most extreme case: viewing 5 * 60°
width displays across a ±120° range. With no assistive mapping, this use case was entirely
impractical, being well beyond the acceptable/safe viewing angle for head+eye movement,
requiring whole body movement, fatiguing the neck and causing discomfort in the process.
However, mapping the wide 5 display ±120° space to a ±60° head rotation range for the
Constant gain condition resulted in body movement, neck fatigue, selection time, physical
discomfort and viewing comfort all being brought to levels comparable 3 display, no assistance
condition, with limited effects on workload and targeting accuracy. Those that preferred
Constant gain felt it to be predictable mapping to use. Considering this condition alone,
there is evidence that applying counter-rotational gain in this manner can effectively squeeze
more display space into a given range of head rotation.
RQ1.2 How perceivable is counter-rotational gain, when fixating on a particular point on
a display?
However, regarding RQ1.2, it was noted that subtle head/neck movements would invariably
be amplified, and users strongly perceived this motion. Interview responses suggested that
for at least five participants the constant movement of the displays based on their head
movement was disliked, although there is no evidence that this motion consequently resulted
in increased motion sickness. It is important to note, however, that the dislike for the
Constant gain was not universal.
Interestingly, the perceived movement of the peripheral displays did not affect targeting
accuracy, with users seemingly more accurate in real-world degrees in order to maintain
accuracy in virtual-world degrees. Whilst this potentially increased effort in targeting did
not register on the TLX questionnaire, we would suggest that, over the course of a workday,
the potentially subtle increase in physical and mental demand required to stabilize display
content may become an impediment. Accordingly, we would suggest this mapping be used
only for glance-based activities, or where focus is constantly shifting.
RQ1.3 What impact does introducing a deadzone to the central display have on the
usability of the peripheral displays?
The display stabilization problem was, however, anticipated, and RQ1.3 and RQ1.4 both
examined different m appings t hat t ook t his i ssue i nto a ccount. T he i ntention o f RQ1.3 was
to examine the feasibility of a central stable display with a peripheral glance-based region
accessible under counter-rotational gain. Whilst this mapping was effective f or t he 5 display
factor, for 3 displays this brought about unanticipated problems regarding user expectations
when making short leaps in gaze between targets that are within their range of vision. Given
a target that was partially visible, users knew the amount of head rotation required to fixate
on it. Thus, there was not enough time during the ballistic phase of target acquisition to
adjust for the changing magnitude of their movement under assistance, resulting in users
spending ∼0.5 seconds more to fixate on the target due to re-targeting.
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Whilst the Central deadzone condition did retain many of the benefits of the assistive
mappings whilst providing a stable central display (e.g. for on-going work, with peripheral
displays acting as more transient information spaces), it is clear that for such a solution to
become usable some iteration would have to take place. For example the central deadzone
could be made larger, such that the glance-based region is at the very extremity of the
user’s head rotation, much like edges of a physical display are often used as “infinite” width
Fitts law targets. Or the ratio between real/virtual mappings could be altered, with a less
aggressive mapping defined, to better allow users to target within the peripheral space. This
mapping was also subject to increased targeting demands, as it featured the same increased
real-world accuracy to maintain virtual targeting accuracy as with Constant gain.
RQ1.4 What impact does introducing a deadzone to all displays have on the usability of
the peripheral displays?
In contrast, with respect to RQ1.4, having a deadzone on every display appeared to enable
users to access the wider display space without impairing targeting, providing a stable
view when fixating on any display, with user rankings indicated that this condition was the
most preferred of the mappings. Notably, All deadzones:5 was broadly comparable to No
assistance:3, meaning that for the 5 display space this mapping brought performance to
a level comparable to the control 3 display workspace. Given that both the unassisted 3
display space and the assisted 5 display space both operated within a range of ±60°, it is
promising to note that similar performance levels can be achieved using one of the mappings
evaluated, providing access to a display space of double the size in the process. Similarly, if
we compare No assistance:3 operating over ±60° with All deadzones:3 operating over ±30°
we again see decreases in terms of body movement, neck fatigue and discomfort, as well
as improved performance in selection time. However, the All deadzones did still have some
notable problems. For example, four participants noted that either the transition movements
between displays were too abrupt, or the size of the deadzones was not large enough.
4 STUDY 2: IMPLICIT VERSUS EXPLICIT CONTROL OF WORKSPACE
Study 1 demonstrated a strong potential utility for providing implicit assistance in viewing
wide virtual display arrangements by counter-rotating displays based on head rotation,
with the All deadzones:3 Condition being broadly preferred. However, this study had some
notable caveats. Firstly, the task was weakly ecologically valid, with no productivity element
and limited interaction with our virtual “workspace”, instead focussing on tightly controlling
the amount of physical movement and examining impact on accuracy in a target selection
task. And secondly, the focus was solely on exploring different approaches toward using head
orientation to dynamically determine the counter-rotation of the virtual displays. There
was no examination of explicit discrete user control of the display positions e.g. through
keypress. Whilst the literature makes a persuasive case against user control (e.g. in terms of
poor potential adoption, and the significant ergonomic problems that a lack head movement
brings), nonetheless user control is the defacto standard for virtual desktop usage currently.
For example, Windows 10 supports virtual desktop switching through key press, whilst OS
X supports inputs from touchpad/mouse/keyboard for the same actions.
Consequently, we designed a second study to examine two research questions to address
these gaps:
RQ 2.1 Do user preferences for implicit counter-rotation of virtual displays hold when
performing a productivity task?
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RQ 2.2 To what extent is implicit counter-rotation of virtual displays preferable or more
performant than giving users explicit mechanisms for selectively managing control
through key press?
4.1 Independent Variables
Given these research questions, three conditions were defined:
1: Fixed displays The control condition, equivalent to the No mapping:3 condition in
Study 1, where the virtual displays were fixed in space
2: User control Here, displays could be shifted left/right in 60° increments based on
pressing CTRL + Left/Right arrow keys.
3: Boundary switching This condition was a refinement of the All deadzones:3 condition
found to be most preferable/performant in Study 1.
For Boundary switching, this time counter-rotations would be event-driven, triggered when
a raycast based on headset orientation intersected a boundary margin on the virtual display
(±5%), rather than be based on a mapping between head angle and display counter-rotation
angle. This small but significant change in design was due to our need for a fully interactive
virtual display. In testing with a fully interactive desktop, the size of the deadzones used in
the Study 1 All deadzones condition was insufficient, with transitions occurring accidentally
when viewing close to the edges/corners of the displays. By instead triggering a discrete
shift of ±30° at the very edge of each display, we could expand the deadzones to encompass
nearly the full size of each virtual display, whilst retaining the same effective physical head
rotation required to look at each display i.e. a ±30° movement being required to move an
angular distance of 60° from the middle of the central display to the middle of the left/right
displays.
4.2 Virtual Workspace
Again, in the absence of a high resolution, wide field-of-view AR headset, we utilized a VR
headset for rendering the virtual workspace (see Figure 14). This time, we used a Samsung
Odyssey Microsoft Mixed Reality VR headset [93], as this provided a substantial increase in

Fig. 14. Three display virtual workspace with positionally tracked keyboard and trackpad, with the
holiday planning task applications open and assigned to each display (from left: notepad, browser, pdf
viewer).
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resolution (1440x1600 pixels per eye). Participants were seated this time on a standard office
swivel chair, rather than the fixed seating of Study 1, to be more representative of typical
desk seating without restriction. Using a Windows 10 machine, we mirrored desktops using
[36] at 60Hz and a resolution of 1366 * 768 per desktop, with the scene itself rendered at 90Hz.
We arrived at this resolution during pilot testing, as this maximized the resolution whilst
resulting in legible text in VR, with the virtual displays positioned at a comfortable distance
from the user, with each display being visible within the field of view of the headset. It
should be noted however that this resolution is significantly lower than the typical Windows
Desktop resolution for modern day monitors, and thus the amount of text/information
density of the virtual displays was decreased compared to existing physical monitors. For
performance reasons given the increased resolution and desktop mirroring, we were limited
to mirroring three desktops within Unity, with the virtual living room backdrop from Study
1 removed.
For interactivity, we used a prototype fully positionally tracked VR keyboard with hand
visualization developed by Logitech and Microsoft [67] (see Figure 15), which our previous
testing has shown to allow touch typing performance at approximately 80% of non-VR
baseline with no significant differences in error rate when selecting single keys. For cursor
control, we used an Apple Magic Trackpad attached to the side of the tracked keyboard,
with a 3D model of the trackpad viewable in VR, however no hand/finger visualization
was possible due to limitations with the Windows drivers of this device. This was chosen
as it allowed for cursor control in the blind - using a mouse for example may have led to
participants losing the mouse when transitioning between keyboard and mouse, whereas the

Fig. 15. Closeup of (top) the physical Logitech Mixed Reality keyboard and attached Apple Magic
Trackpad and (bottom) virtual equivalents in VR with hand visualization on the keyboard.
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trackpad was in a known and fixed p osition r elative t o t he keyboard. T his implementation
is state of the art, effectively a b est-in-class f ully f unctional V R workspace a t t he t ime of
writing. See the video figure f or f ootage i n action.
The trackpad allowed for two-finger scrolling, and we also implemented a cursor relocation
gesture. In pilot testing we identified t hat s ome p articipants would l ose t rack o f t he cursor
position in the virtual workspace. Accordingly, we allowed users to relocate the cursor to
wherever their gaze currently intercepted any of the virtual displays by performing a three
finger t ap o n t he t rackpad. We a lso t riggered t he W indows m ouse l ocator ( an animated
reticule which appears over the mouse) after each relocation. For the User Control condition,
pressing the CTRL key on the virtual keyboard would visualize shortcuts on the left/right
arrow keys indicating that the desktops could be shifted left/right, performing in functionally
the same way as desktop shifting in Windows or OS X virtual desktop implementations.

4.3 Task
To motivate using the three virtual displays interchangeably and interactively we employed a
holiday planning task, where the rightmost display contained a series of questions prompting
about aspects of a trip to plan to a given destination (randomized between Antwerp,
Budapest and Lucerne, asking participants to find fl ights, ac commodation an d specific
tourist attractions), the central display providing a Chrome browser instance for search, and
the leftmost display providing a Notepad instance for typing answers/notes. There were 6
questions per condition, with each question containing multiple sub-parts requiring separate
answers. This was so that participants would be motivated to frequently switch between
displays, with participants instructed to answer the questions as quickly and accurately as
possible, and to not fixate o n l engthy a nswers f or a ny o ne q uestion. For t he f ull question
sheets see Supplemental Materials.

4.4 Demographics and Dependent Variables
In total, 18 participants (13 reported male, 5 female, mean age 23.14 years, Std.dev=4.66,
each paid £10) took part in the study, being recruited from mailing lists and forums. For
qualitative measures, we employed select measures from Study 1, recording a subset of the
NASA TLX scales (frustration, mental demand, physical demand and performance), neck
fatigue, and perceived discomfort in viewing the peripheral displays, again on the Borg CR10
scale.
For the TLX scales specifically, w e a sked t he T LX q uestions t wice a t t he e nd o f each
condition. The first s et were l abelled t o c apture t he workload o f t he h oliday p lanning task,
with the second set labelled to capture the workload of switching between different virtual
displays. In this way, participants would be forced to rate their workload of the underlying
task, and their capability viewing the virtual display space, separately. The first set of results
were ignored, and the second set then analysed.
For quantitative measures, we recorded all transitions between the three virtual displays,
including the duration of each viewing instance and, in the case of User Control, whether the
transition was triggered by an explicit user key press or enacted through gaze (in which case
no display shifting would have occurred). We also recorded all usage of the mouse cursor
relocation feature. At completion of the study, interviews were conducted and rankings were
captured along with preferences regarding the mouse relocation feature.
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4.5 Results
For all results, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed, with all reporting the same as
described in Study 1.
4.5.1 Qualitative Results. For significance test results for the qualitative measures, see
Table 4.
TLX subscales. There were moderate significant effects in the physical demand and
performance subscales. Post-hoc tests suggested the Boundary condition was less physically
demanding than the Fixed condition, and perceived as more performant than both Fixed
and User control, with the distribution of the performance results across participants seen
in Figure 16.

Fig. 16. TLX Performance subscale for Study 2

Discomfort and fatigue. There was a moderate significant effect with respect to physical
discomfort in viewing the peripheral displays. Post-hoc differences were found between
the Fixed condition and both Boundary and User control, indicating that providing some
capability to manipulate the position of the virtual displays was beneficial in enabling access
to the peripheral displays. However there were no effects found with regards to neck fatigue.
Rankings. There was a moderate significant effect on Rankings, with post-hoc tests showing
a significant different between Boundary and Fixed, with Boundary being preferred by 12/18
users. The distribution of ranks can be seen in Figure 17.

Fig. 17. User rankings of Conditions for Study 2, with conditions ordered by mean ranking from top to
bottom, top being best mean ranking.
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4.5.2 Usage Behaviour. Viewing. An unexpected result was found when examining the
viewing behaviour exhibited across conditions. The Boundary approach led to subtly different
viewing behaviour, as can be seen both in Table 5 and Figure 18. After filtering for display
viewing instances less than 200ms (to rule out potential repeated transitions at boundary
edges), there remained a significant but small difference in the quantity of short display
viewing instances: i.e., where a user might look at a given display for less than a few
seconds before transitioning. Post-hoc tests showed differences between Boundary compared
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Table 4. Quantitative results from TLX and additional questionnaires. TLX workload specifically refers
to the workload experienced in switching between viewing the different displays. For TLX Overall and
Performance, higher is better, for all other TLX results lower is better. For discomfort and fatigue, higher
is worse, with fatigue on the Borg CR10 scale (12 point) and discomfort on a 7-point Likert scale ranging
from “No Discomfort” to “Pain”.
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Table 5. Quantitative statistical test results, examining the duration of each viewing instance of a virtual
display, and the number of gaze transitions (i.e. where the display the head orientation raycast hits
changes) between virtual displays.
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Fig. 18. Viewing behaviour averaged across participants, broken down by duration of instances viewing
any of the three displays. Top: cumulative viewing by duration spent viewing the display prior to
transitioning to another display. As each condition lasted 10 minutes, there was a maximum cumulative
viewing of 600 seconds. Bottom: Histogram of viewing instances by duration. Display position assistance
refers to whether discrete display shifts occurred at the point of the transition between displays. For
the User Condition, this was when the key shortcuts for shifting displays left/right were used. For the
Boundary Condition, this always occurred as participants would cross through the display Boundary
when shifting gaze from one display to another.

to both Fixed and User, with less short instances occurring in Boundary. For the User
control condition, we can see that the key-press triggered transitions constituted ≈35% of
all transitions between displays (Std.dev=32%, CI[26.49%, 44.39%]), with the rest occurring
without assistance (i.e. by head orientation only).
Mouse cursor relocation. Across conditions, the Mouse cursor relocation feature was
invoked 4.29 (Std.Dev=4.96) times on average, predominantly being used for inter-monitor
jumps. These statistics are highly dichotomous however, with four participants becoming
more heavily reliant on it (invoking it 10+ times per condition), and five participants failing
to use the feature at all, despite training and a permanent reminder of how to use the
feature being rendered on the touchpad. The feature was generally considered by users to be
necessary for effective usage of a wide virtual workspace (mean=4.1, Std.dev=2.01, where 0
was strongly disagree and 6 was strongly agree).
4.6 Interviews
Interviews were coded using the same procedure as described in Study 1.
4.6.1 Boundary Assistance Broadly Preferred. As illustrated in the rankings, the Boundary
condition was most preferred, with those that preferred it noting it was more comfortable
and less fatiguing than the Fixed displays. Participants picked up on the implicit aspect of
control, with descriptions of it being intuitive as it “just worked every time” (P4), “eliminated
the extra input (and) was very natural” (P7), “(was) receptive to what you’re doing” (P13)
and “more instinctive” (P15).
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However, there were some issues which were repeatedly raised, with two participants
noting that initial usage of this condition was “surprising” (P2, P5), with others suggesting
that there was a period of adaptation as “I had to get used to where those boundaries were,
I already had expectations about where the screens were going to be” (P6). The boundary
edges also led to occasional false positive transitions for three participants, for example “if
I looked at the corner of the screen it would jump to the other one if I didn’t necessarily
want it to” (P10), with it being described as “a bit sensitive” (P7). And one participant
noted that, when quickly and repeatedly glancing between displays it could be disorientating,
being “really weird, it made me feel like I was not looking at the right thing” (P18).
4.6.2 Preferences for User Control. For those that preferred the user control over display
position it was found to be “very quick” (P1) and preferable over the Fixed workspace as it
was less fatiguing. At least three participants noted that they preferred keyboard shortcuts
in day-to-day usage “so it came more instinctively to me” (P15), with preferences appearing
to be because users would rather retain complete control over when the displays transitioned,
if at all. However, five participants noted that having additional shortcuts was problematic,
being either “tedious” (P2) or easy to forget (P2, P5, P6). As P13 noted, “I felt it was more
of a job to do it than just moving your head around”, with P3 similarly noting “it made
things more complicated”.
4.6.3 Fixed Workspace Uncomfortable, Fatiguing. Participants almost unanimously supported the findings from Study 1 that viewing wide workspaces without assistance was
physically uncomfortable. The three display workspace in the Fixed condition was noted
as being: “quite painful with your neck after a while” (P3), “a strain to look at” (P4) and
“very uncomfortable” (P10).
4.6.4 Cursor Relocation A Necessity. The utility of the cursor relocation function was
noted by ten participants, with the three finger relocation gesture allowing users to “quickly
relocate (the cursor)” (P6) making it “easier to navigate” (P7). However, five participants
suggested they repeatedly forgot about the existence of the gesture, despite instruction,
training, and a permanent notification rendered on the trackpad.
4.7 Implications for Research Questions
RQ 2.1 Do user preferences for implicit counter-rotation of virtual displays hold when
performing a productivity task?
Regarding RQ 2.1, these results re-affirm the benefits of implicit counter-rotation of
virtual displays. User rankings significantly favoured the refined approach of the Boundary
condition, where display transitions were triggered when reaching the edges of the virtual
displays, with significant benefits seen in perceived performance, discomfort, and overall
workload.
RQ 2.2 To what extent is implicit counter-rotation of virtual displays preferable or more
performant than giving users explicit mechanisms for selectively managing control
through key press?
Regarding RQ 2.2, whilst rankings and subjective performance results for the majority of
participants favoured the Boundary condition, there was a small subset of participants that
preferred having explicit control over manipulating the position of the virtual displays within
the workspace. These preferences appear motivated by a number of points. Firstly, keyboard
shortcuts are familiar, with pre-existing virtual desktop controls for example often enacted
through keyboard shortcuts. Accordingly, such controls are familiar to some users. Secondly,
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there were edge cases in the Boundary condition which compromised some participants
capability to view virtual displays of their choosing. Interviews suggested that false positive
transitions were triggered for at least two participants when attempting to fixate on corners
of displays, whilst one noted that in attempting rapid and successive transitions between
displays some amount of disorientation occurred.
5 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across two studies, we have built up a significant body of evidence demonstrating that
implicit control of virtual display position, where discrete counter-rotations occur based or
head orientation/gaze, is preferable and more performant than fixed display configurations,
explicit user control, and continuous rotational gain approaches for counter-rotation. The
Boundary switching condition of Study 2 refined the deadzone-based approach of Study 1,
and represents a significant first step in designing for implicit control, allowing users to
navigate a 180° wide workspace within 90° of head rotation. This approach retains a healthy
amount of head movement (effectively operating in a ±30° envelope for viewing three 60°
displays), requires no prior knowledge or training, and does not necessitate explicit user
input to enact.
However, that is not to say that we have arrived at a solution that is yet ready for
day-to-day usage when AR and VR-driven mixed reality virtual workspaces become common
place. Our design and implementation were informed by the literature and the scenarios
that motivated this work, but this was a formative investigation of techniques to improve
the accessibility of virtual displays. Our results should be interpreted with this and some
limitations, below, in mind. This work can be used as a starting point to further investigate
these techniques, and there are also other areas of work where our techniques might be
useful, which we now discuss.
5.1 Caveats and Limitations
5.1.1 Hardware Characteristics. The VR headsets we used had a ∼110° field of view. Future
iterations of VR headsets are likely to have lower weight and a wider field of view. Increased
field of view and increased range of motion from lighter headsets may require adapting
assistive mappings. An increased field of view could allow users to see more display space at
once, so decreased counter-rotational gain may be necessary or deadzones may need to be
narrower. The fundamental benefits of our approaches will still be present, however, and
could increase the uptake of VR workspaces in the workplace.
5.1.2 Virtual Display Configurations. We used curved virtual displays that were ±50° wide
with ±5° margins on each side. The displays were an appropriate size for this study and
accurately represented the size of physical displays used in productivity environments (albeit
they lack the same curvature). Our mappings might need to be adapted for different sized
displays, but our work provides a starting point. Different amounts of curvature could also be
investigated. We evaluated a curvature that was circular (i.e., every point on each display was
equidistant from the pivot point). However, as noted by the Google Daydream team [71], the
curvature of a virtual plane may impact its perceived comfort (see Figure 19). They found
that a relaxed curvature was preferred by users, being less claustrophobic when dealing with
large virtual displays. Changing the curvature may require changes to adaptive mapping.
5.1.3 Duration and Context of Usage. Our study sessions lasted for one hour and participants were seated throughout. Practical use in the workplace may change the nature of the
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Fig. 19. Design considerations regarding display curvature from [71]. Left: Equidistant curvature, which
was suggested to feel claustrophobic. Right: Relaxed curvature, with the size of the circle increased and
the center point placed behind the user, resulting in a lesser degree of curvature. This was suggested to
potentially be perceived as more comfortable.

use of virtual display spaces, as users will interact over much longer durations. As such, our
designs may need to be adapted to suit working patterns.
5.1.4 Other Forms of Explicit Control. Whilst we have explored an initial comparison
of explicit user control of virtual display position against implicit control based on head
orientation/gaze, we have only examined one explicit interaction, namely keyboard shortcuts
for rotating displays left/right. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that other
explicit mechanisms might have elicited different p references. For e xample, m id-air gestures,
multi-finger s wipes o n t ouchpads, o r d iscrete b utton p resses o n m ice m ight a ll b e preferred
by different s ubsets o f users.
However, as discussed in the literature review, there are persuasive arguments for implicit
control e.g. the potential for reduced cognitive load, the physical benefits o f r etaining some
degree of head/neck movement, preferences for physical navigation over using provided
controls and the highly variable adoption that explicit management techniques tend to have,
given that controls must be learned etc. Answering such questions more fully will require a
significant b ody o f f urther r esearch, h owever a doption o f t echnology d oes n ot necessarily
follow the empirically “best” technique on any given metric. As it stands, we may not be
able to establish more concretely the utility/application of such mappings until such time
as augmented/virtual reality workspaces see significant a doption, p roviding a p latform on
which to perform longitudinal deployments and evaluations.
5.2 Future Research
5.2.1 Refinements To B oundary S witching. I n S tudy 1 , we r elied o n a m apping between
head orientation and virtual display counter-rotation. However, this approach brought with
it natural limitations in the size of the deadzone on the virtual displays. In Study 2, we
changed to instead trigger fixed t ransitions w hen a t t he e dge b oundary o f a v irtual display.
This allowed us to effectively increase the deadzone size to 90% of the virtual display, with a
±5% boundary. However, even with such a boundary, some false positive transitions were
reported by users when looking at the far edges of displays. Accordingly, we can envisage
refinements where transitions are triggered when exiting a display/entering the nearest
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display for example. Moreover, a small subset of users considered the animated transitions
to be disorientating. Different transitions might decrease disorientation, for example by
instantly repositioning the displays. Support for rapid and successive transitions between
displays needs to also be explored, perhaps by allowing the temporary suspension of the
movement of displays. Indeed this issue may be intrinsically linked with the point regarding
animated transitions.
5.2.2 The Role of Gaze. Throughout this paper, we have effectively used head orientation
in lieu of gaze, as this is intrinsically captured by AR/VR headsets currently. However, given
eye tracking capability, our boundary approaches for example might operate very differently,
with users looking at the edge of a display through a combination of neck and eye movement
to trigger a transition. What impact this might have on utility, usability, physical fatigue
etc. however has yet to be determined.
5.2.3 Cursor Management in Wide Virtual Display Spaces. Our initial testing for Study
2 suggested that assistance in managing the position of the mouse cursor over the display
space was required. Qualitative and quantitative results from this study suggested that a
significant subset of users found the subsequent cursor relocation gesture we implemented
both useful and necessary.
Managing cursors over multiple monitors is a topic that gained some traction over a
decade ago with the advent of both affordable multi-monitor workspaces and gaze tracking
technology, with notable approaches including warping the cursor to gaze position [19, 122];
transitioning the cursor between displays based on gaze [4, 95] or seat orientation [21];
modulating indirect input based on gaze [111]; employing multiple cursors across displays
[11, 57] disambiguated by gaze [88]; transitions across displayless spaces [77] with objects
[76]; and even more basic user-controlled cursor centering [40].
The advent of virtual workspaces rendered by MR headsets will necessitate that we
re-consider and re-contextualise such research, given we effectively have a display space that
is not necessarily linearly continuous (dependent on mapping/technique used), and may also
be subdivided into discrete “displays” (be they instances of apps or containers/desktops as
in this paper). Currently, we use a proxy for gaze in the form of headset orientation, which
we employed in an approach similar to MAGIC touch [19] and the work of Ashdown et al.
[4], which both used gaze - in our implementation user input relocated the cursor based
on the current headset orientation. However, future headsets will inevitably incorporate
gaze tracking, at which point a virtual workspace rendered by a gaze-tracked MR headset
could effectively implement any of the aforementioned cursor management techniques.
Consequently, future research should begin to consider which of these techniques might best
facilitate general purpose cursor management in wide virtual display spaces, given this new
baseline of MR headset and head orientation.
5.2.4 Alternate Virtual Display Arrangements and Anchor Points. This work focused on
virtual display arrangements that rotate around the vertical axis at the user’s head. Such
displays could also be anchored to other body parts or rotate around different axes. For
example, content could be placed vertically (rather than horizontally) [23] or spatially around
the user [25] (see Figure 20).
Virtual displays could also be anchored on or around parts of the body [32], allowing users
to access information easily in VR. If users are immersed in 3D content, then anchoring
displays to a visualisation of the wrist (Figure 21), for example, would allow them to access
key information by raising their arm, regardless of their orientation in the virtual world.
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Fig. 20. Alternate display configurations suggested by Ens et al. left: from [23], right: from [25].

Our techniques could then be adapted and evaluated for these body-mapped displays. For
example, counter-rotational gain might help make more content accessible through a shorter
range of motion and deadzones may help mitigate display instability due to unintentional
arm movements.

Fig. 21. Virtual displays or controls could also wrap around the wrist for easy access in VR. For example,
to allow users to access ‘pinned’ information or frequently used commands

5.2.5 Utility of Different Techniques f or I mplicit/Explicit C ontrol o f D isplay Position. Whilst
we have arrived at a condition (Boundary switching) that was preferred and most performant
for general purpose usage of an egocentric virtual display space, that is not to say that other
approaches we have considered here, or different c onfigurations of sp ecific techniques, might
not be better suited for specific c ontexts. For e xample, l et u s c onsider t hree s cenarios that
we would speculate might exhibit markedly different results:
Context 1 - Seated passenger on plane journey: Consider the standard passenger using an
MR headset on a long haul flight [ 117]. P lane s eating i s typically fi xed in pl ace, an d there
may be social acceptability concerns regarding looking significantly l eft o r r ight, g iven that
other passengers may feel they are being watched. Consequently, the range of acceptable
head movement might be considered limited. In such a temporary context, users might shift
preferences toward an explicit control mechanism and accept that a lack of head movement
will temporarily be preferable, even if physically less comfortable. Or users might choose to
map a smaller display space (e.g. 120° of display) to an increasingly compressed range of
movement (e.g. 30° of head movement) by utilizing rotational gain.
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Context 2 - Transient roomscale VR workspace: An artist in a roomscale virtual editor
instantiates a temporary instance of a horizontal workspace containing various tools and
applications. Using a high rotational gain, the artist might quickly navigate a large set of
potential menus by looking left or right. When they raise their peripheral or hand to interact
with the current menu, the display space is locked in place, preventing any additional display
movement whilst interaction occurs. The workspace is then dismissed and they continue
with their editing of the virtual scene.
Context 3 - Glance-based reference materials: A student configures their custom virtual
workspace with 4 virtual displays, each 60° wide: 1 central, 1 left, and 2 right. The central
and left displays both use the same size of boundary as in the Boundary switching technique,
with the central display containing the word processor, and the leftmost display containing a
web browser for searching for information. The two rightmost displays however are dedicated
to quick, glance based activities, with the first containing instant messaging applications
and email, and the furthest display containing media playback controls for music along with
various personal desktop widgets. For both of these displays, the boundary sizes are increased
to ±25%, meaning that each has a central deadzone of ±15°. As a consequence, glancing at
the first right display would require a 30° movement, whilst moving to the rightmost display
would require an additional 15° of movement.
In effect, the student has sacrificed some ability to look at the edges of the two rightmost
displays for a capability to transition to these displays at-a-glance within a comfortable
range of head movement, pushing the least used applications to the furthest away display.
Alternatively, the student might change the width and boundary size of the right side
displays, instantiating narrower displays sized to suit the applications contained therein,
with larger boundaries to facilitate quick transitions within a limited range of head movement.
What these examples illustrate is that the preferences we captured are likely to change
based on the context of usage, the task undertaken, and the kind of viewing to be facilitated
on the peripheral displays. Bespoke solutions appropriating, re-configuring, or entirely
re-imagining techniques discussed in this paper might lead to better user experiences for
specific applications and user groups. Moreover, differences in resilience to simulator/motion
sickness and visual/physical fatigue might result in power users having their own preferred
configurations. However, we suggest that the Boundary switching condition provides a strong
foundation, being a general purpose means of expanding the bounds of seated workspaces
as demonstrated across our two studies. Our exploration of this space will also help others
in creating solutions for specific application areas, with our work representing an initial
building block in facilitating a range of new VR/AR interfaces.
5.2.6 Other Benefits of Mixed Reality Workspaces. Finally, this paper has focused predominantly on the underlying mechanics of presenting and accessing virtual displays, in ways
that are both efficient and ergonomic. However, assuming the productive worker is wearing
a MR headset, we could envisage a multitude of other beneficial virtual changes that could
be made to the general working environment. We might for example augment peripherals or
the desk surface to enhance functionality and usability [9], create hybrid physical-virtual
interfaces [63], communicate through embodied telepresence [26, 70] or alter our physical or
virtual environment to encourage well-being [98] and mental health. On the latter point,
consider the VR worker that uses their headset to block out reality and its surrounding
distractions, much as workers might currently use noise cancelling headphones. Instead, they
might alter their virtual context, from the shared virtual meeting room during a conference
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call, to a relaxing beach landscape or 360 degree real-time imagery of a remote location (e.g.
their home, or a public park), much as Big Screen VR [10] currently facilitates different
virtual environments to view content within. Or consider the AR worker whose headset
renders virtual partitions to block out distractions [60] and modifies the surrounding physical
environment to better match their own particular tastes and interests. Their headset might
reflect t heir own cherished r elationships by d ynamically r endering i mages o f l oved o nes in
visually salient places throughout their day. Windows to other places or worlds might be
rendered in AR in environments where there are no windows (e.g. the cubicle), allowing
workers to look out onto a pleasant or familiar environment. Cultural shifts toward working
at home may eventually negate the need for such interventions. But if cubicle-based, shared,
open-plan offices remain prevalent in the future, MR headsets could be used to improve other
aspects of the working experience such as well-being, going beyond functional improvements.
6 CONCLUSIONS
Multi-display workspaces can be beneficial i n p roductivity e nvironments b ut h ave several
drawbacks. VR/AR headsets are an emerging technology that can be used to create virtual
multi-display workspaces, allowing users to multi-task and access more information without
the need for physical displays, especially when out of the office or in tr ansit [3 8, 69 , 117].
The use of virtual displays also allows us to manipulate the appearance and behaviour
of workspaces in ways that are not possible in the physical world, potentially reducing
discomfort and fatigue.
Across two studies, this paper explored how we can better facilitate navigation of wide,
egocentric, horizontally oriented collections of virtual displays by manipulating the position
of these displays implicitly based on head orientation. We firstly examined how the mapping
between head orientation and display position could be manipulated for virtual display spaces
oriented around a user. Display counter-rotation based on a dynamic mapping to head angle
allows users to access a wider range of display space with less head movement. We evaluated
two widths of virtual display space (±60° and ±120°, for three and five displays, respectively)
with three assistive mappings that halved the physical range-of-motion required to view
the display space. We found that using and manipulating this mapping helped VR users
access wider display spaces whilst minimizing neck fatigue and discomfort. In a follow-up,
we then iterated upon the most preferred mapping from our first s tudy, a llowing f or users
to implicitly control the position of displays in a three display workspace by triggering
transitions to the nearest display as users looked at the edges of the displays. Compared to
both a control condition where displays were fixed i n p lace, a nd a c ondition w here users
could explicitly shift displays left/right by key press, we again found significant b enefits for
our approach in terms of user preference, workload and comfort.
Implicit control of virtual display position provides a new justification f or t he a doption of
VR/AR headsets for productivity in the future. Doing so can reduce the physical requirements
of using a given size of display space, and expand the available display space given a physical
range to work within, taking into account physical capabilities, ergonomics, and the current
environment and tasks. Moreover, such control could be applied to any VR or AR headset
with rotational tracking, and could potentially improve productivity when seated at a
desk or in physically restricted environments such as planes or cars [38, 69, 117]. Given
headsets such as the Varjo VR-2 [108] (which combines a high-resolution center panel for
focused detailed work with a lower resolution panel for peripheral vision) and the Microsoft
Hololens 2 [73] (with resolution catching up with consumer VR headsets) it is becoming
increasingly feasible to conduct text-heavy work in both VR and AR. This research can
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help Mixed Reality headset users to view wider display spaces than are currently possible
within acceptable ranges of neck/head movement, and demonstrates a novel use of VR/AR
headsets for productivity, creating possibilities for new working environments and practices.
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